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Ice on the Prize
You may have seen Happy Ice’s rainbow food trucks cruising around Los Angeles and other SoCal 

cities (last year, the trucks embarked on a summer Happy Ice Happiness Tour), or noticed its bright-

blue storefront on Melrose Avenue, or maybe glimpsed its newest truck in Long Beach. But what’s 

winning over fans, including celebrities like Angelina Jolie and Will Smith, are the rainbow-hued water 

ices in fruity flavors like Watermelon Lush, Blueberry Blast, and Cherry Bomb, made with owner Lemeir 

Mitchell’s secret recipe developed in his home city of Philadelphia. Mitchell moved to L.A. after his father’s 

incarceration for life and his brother’s untimely death, and, at one point, Mitchell slept on the floor of a 

tattoo parlor. While the shop’s origins were far from easy, the success of the Happy Ice trucks and its 

Melrose shop sure makes for one happy ending. happyicela.com. a ASHLEY BURNETT
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EATING OUR WAY THROUGH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Bon AppétitGet great prices at the

ONLINE PRE-OWNED
CAR EVENT

All new cars arranged for sale are subject to availability and a price prearranged with the selling franchised new car 
dealer. A promotional fee has been paid by the participating dealers.

    Vehicles are sold through dealerships participating in the AAA Car Buying Service, which provides AAA Members with pre-arranged pricing. AAA Car Buying Service is only available to AAA members, with no 
obligation to purchase a vehicle after consulting with a Recommended Dealer.  1In order to receive special AAA member pricing and benefits with the purchase of an eligible vehicle, a member must generate a 
valid AAA Member Vehicle Certificate through the AAA Car Buying Service before purchase. Some vehicles excluded. The special pricing for this event is available April 21 through June 30, 2021.  2Not all dealers 
posting vehicles on the used vehicle inventory list offer special member pricing.  3A $200 restocking fee may apply. See dealer for details. AAA’s prearranged pricing is regularly re-negotiated by AAA and is 
otherwise subject to change. AAA Car Buying Service is available for most makes and models. Some vehicles may be excluded. Other restrictions may apply. See dealer for details. Vehicle model and pricing used 
for illustration purposes only. All logos and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. To learn how we collect and use your information visit the privacy link at AAA.com.
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Find your pre-owned vehicle at

CLICK AAA.com/GreatPrice  |  CALL 800.731.7740

LOOKING FOR A NEW CAR?View local inventory and get estimated AAA member pricing online — in just minutes. VISIT AAA.COM/FINDACAR

GET A GREAT DEAL ON A 
PRE-OWNED CAR OR TRUCK.

Now through June 30th, members can get 

a great price1 on select pre-owned vehicles with 

the FREE AAA Car Buying Service. Choose from 

thousands of vehicles listed on our website.2

•  Special event vehicle pricing emailed 
directly to you

•  Vehicles come with a 5-day/500-mile 
buy-back guarantee3




